illustra BEAUTY Temperature Precision Professional Hair Dryer Styling Basic Tips
TM

1. For best results, comb or brush hair before drying and styling to
prevent tangles and knots forming in hair.
2. Please follow the below Hair Type chart when using your
illustra BEAUTY™ Temperature Precision Professional Hair Dryer
and adjust the temperature and fan speeds according to your
desired results.
3. When styling, divide hair into manageable sections, and clip upper
layers on top of your head and out of the way.

4. It is easier and will produce better results if you work with
underneath layers of your hair first before moving to the outer,
upper layers.
5. Depending on the look you wish to create, use a suitable brush
size or diffuser (not included) for best results. (Refer to Illustra
Beauty styling tips Pgs. 9-11).
6. To use the TP settings for stable temperature drying, refer
to the chart below for the appropriate setting.

Hair Tip: To retain style longer and add an extra burst of shine, finish with a light spritz of hair spray.
*Before using heated hair styling tools, applying a styling product with heat protection is recommended.
Hair Type
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Temperature Range

Very Fine, Fragile, Naturally Straight, Curly, Dry, Damaged

Temperature & Fan Speeds 1-3 Bars; TP Low

Normal, Wavy, Medium Curly, Healthy

Temperature & Fan Speeds 2-4 Bars; TP Low or High

Thick, Coarse, Extremely Curly, Tightly Coiled, Very Long

Temperature & Fan Speeds 3-5 Bars; TP High

Creating illustra BEAUTY Hair Styles
TM

Styling Smooth & Straight
Step 1: Comb or brush hair to remove tangles after washing or shower.
Step 2: Divide hair into small sections and clip up, leaving underneath hair free.
Step 3: Use a large brush over 1.5” for smooth styling; starting close to scalp, take a small section of hair, using brush to
pull hair out and down for a smooth and sleek look.
Step 4: For more body and wave, wrap hair around brush in either an upward or downward motion for bounce and movement.
Step 5: Repeat on all sections until achieving your desired and updated illustra beauty look.
Hair Tip: To add an extra burst of shine and prolong achieved style, finish with a light spritz of hair spray & enjoy your look!
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Styling Waves & Curls
Step 1: Comb or brush hair to remove tangles after washing or shower.
Step 2: Divide hair into small sections and clip up, leaving underneath hair free.
Step 3: Starting close to scalp, take a small section of hair, and using a brush size less than 1.5”, use a straight and downward
motion to smooth hair first, then as hair becomes more dry, wrap around brush and hold in place while drying to create
the wave or curl desired; the smaller the brush, the tighter the curls; for very long hair it is not recommended to use very
small brush sizes. For very tight curls, use low settings with the concentrator or your own diffuser to retail natural curls.
Step 4: Repeat on all sections until achieving your desired and updated illustra Beauty look.
Hair Tip: To add an extra burst of shine and prolong achieved style, finish with a light spritz of hair spray & enjoy your look!
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Styling Short Hair & Adding Volume
Step 1: Comb or brush hair to remove tangles after washing or shower.
Step 2: Divide hair into small sections and clip up, leaving underneath hair free.
Step 3: Starting close to scalp, take a small section of hair, hold taught, place between plates and close firmly.
Step 4: To create volume: use a small brush and roll hair under close to scalp to create a slight bend, and leave for several seconds;
follow with cool shot function to set; after “volumizing” each section, you can then choose to finish styling for your chosen
look. For curly styles, use a smaller brush; midsize brushes help create volume and waves; larger brushes help create straight
and sleek styles, however the brush size will need to accommodate your hair length.
Step 5: Repeat on all sections until achieving your desired and updated illustra Beauty look.
Hair Tip: To add an extra burst of shine and prolong achieved style, finish with a light spritz of hair spray & enjoy your look!
*Styling examples are for illustration purposes; actual results may vary according to hair types.
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